
Introducing Block23

a global initiative offering genomic scans and personal health data 
analysis using AI to discover cancer prevention and treatment

http://block23.me/


Executive Summary of Block23

First Blockchain society open for all healthcare stakeholders

First personal medical lockbox in Blockchain secures Genotype 
& Phenotype data

First free Genomic scans to over 100K individuals  

Prototype ready: AI platform, DApps, 10 M people in database 
to be offered free scans

Top profile team to secure architecture design and execution 
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Genomic projects aren’t delivering

Why genomics are yet to deliver on the promise
To reach the goals of ‘precision medicine’, it is essential to discover how a 

person’s genetics, environment, and lifestyle work together to cause disease.

Current efforts face multiple barriers, four of which play a major role:

DATA ACCESS
data held in silos prevents sharing 
to improve data quality and enable 
discoveries.

DATA ANALYSIS
flawed assumptions from limited 
data availability and dependency on 
human analysis.

RESEARCH ‘MOATS’
data insights are held within the 
research units being funded, without 
any incentives for collaboration.

DATA OWNERSHIP
Person’s data like genome ownership 
is transferred to the companies doing 
the sequencing or research.



Block23 Mission

“To become an AI based global registry that enables medical 
breakthroughs in cancer prevention and treatment by empowering 
people to become the driving force in precision medicine”.



What is Block23?

Block23, as a non-profit entity, will provide free genomic scans to over 100,000 
people, enabling them to collect and store health data on the 
Blockchain. Instead of analyzing small population groups to establish possible 
correlations, the breadth and depth of data collected by Block23 will provide the 
basis for identifying statistically significant causal relationships.



Why the Blockchain and a crypto token?

A Personal Medical Lockboxes (PMXs) gives people a Blockchain account for 
collecting, analyzing and sharing medical data, under their full control and 
ownership. Medical R&D and health care industry providers offer crypto tokens 
in exchange for limited views into their Lockbox, thereby incentivizing people to 
place as much of their health data on their PMXs.
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The PMX health care token
Block23 non profit issues the PMX crypto token used for exchanging value 
between people and the health care industry. As data is decentralized and of high 
value, people gain power within the health care industry and benefit from better 
opportunities for negotiating services with providers anywhere in the world.
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How Blockchain enables data and records sharing

Current Model: data stored by 

3rd parties on their servers

Blockchain Model: data stored on 

distributed computer ledgers 

Each individual’s medical history, profile and lifestyle patterns are accumulated in 
a continuously-updated electronic strongbox, under the exclusive control of the 
individual with no 3rd party barriers (governments, organisations…) preventing 
data sharing.  People are free to share their data as it belongs to them.



Creating discoveries via an AI GENOMICS community

Big Data meets AI on an open platform that provides a shared infrastructure for 
researchers to use Block23’s Deep Learning and interactive data visualization tools. 
The Block23 AI GENOMICS community will use the already developed and utilized 
AI genomics platform to evolve machine learning to identify pathways to disease.



AI Community: deciphering Genotype-Phenotype Code

Predicting phenotypes such as the expression of the disease from biomarkers including 
all the mechanisms, pathways, and interactions that also include personal histories and 
demographics, is beyond the human ability. To enable genomic medicine, machine 
learning algorithms will be developed by the Block23 community to interpret the 
genome of the cell and its relation to disease, linking the effects of genetic variations 
and potential treatment to be explored.



What makes Block23 different from others?

Whole exome genetic sequencing for cancer research

- Uses high-throughput DNA sequencing technology for analysis of approx. 30M 
gene base pairs

- ‘Gene Sequencing’ is not the same as ‘Genotyping’ which analyzes only a few base 
pairs used for determining ancestry (e.g. 23andme.com)

- Identifies genetic variants that alter protein sequences  typically found in cancer

- Gene mutations linked to other data (e.g. cancer) and compiled over a large 
number of  people and patients can reliably measure probabilities of occurrence

AI and Deep Learning genomics platform

- Block23 has one of the largest cancer patient registries with highly structured data

- Over 3 years of machine learning algorithms developed from over 20,000 cancer 
patient records with highly dense patient data (genomic sequencing, pathology and 
treatment data, hospitalization records, clinical data, demographics and more)

- Identified biomarkers that influence survival time on colorectal cancer patients

- Developed a diagnostic biomarker platform to improve the effectiveness of 
drugs in treatment (pharmacogenetics) and lifetime risk profile

- Platform uses Blockchain and encrypted technology for storage and analysis

http://www.23andme.com)/


Partner eco-system

The Block23 ecosystem focuses on patients/individuals who generate data, and 
industry players (research institutes, pharma, insurers, regulators) who need 
data insights for research and development of precision medicine. 
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Building a trust partnership of people, scientists, medical doctors, and institutions
Millions of people contribute to scientific research under strict privacy and 
confidentiality. People are connected to scientists in a wide range of specialties, as 
well as universities, research institutes, pharmaceutical, biotechnology 
companies, and others participants.

Block23 value creation model
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We all aim to improve treatment and outcomes through personalized medicine
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Block23

Developing precision medicine in cancer research and Care. 
Block23 is the agent for bringing precision medicine to all areas of healthcare on 
a global scale by providing an app for people to connect their data to the 
Blockchain. In exchange, they receive crypto tokens for ordering genetic scans 
and other cutting edge tests from a world-wide partner network.

Block23 value creation model



Client Blockchain App
The Block23 app connects people’s health data on their Blockchain 
address , accepts pharma and  health care provider token offers for 
access to data and services, tracks PMX token spend and balances.  

Block23 value creation model

Data Sources
Connectors to social media
Wearables, EHR, scans  

Connection Requests
Anonymous requests from 
provider via AI query interface 

Token Rewards
Access to data granted in 
exchange for tokens
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Blockchain Loyalty and CRM

Consumers fitting a Data Profile are sent requests to connect 
and are rewarded with tokens for accepting

1. Patients get 
Blockchain 
app, address to 
connect all their data 
sources

Block23 consumers/patients connect their data sources and decide 
which providers they want to share data with

2. Provider sends 
connection request to 
consumers who fit a 
Data Profile

3. Consumers 
receive and accept 
an offer to connect 
for tokens
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Block23 differentiators

Key Differentiators
Focus on cancer genomics, ready and tested technology, data insight based business model, 
AI genomics community, utility token for eco-system, free genomic scans

Technical Block23 Nebula Shivom 23andme

Data management, ETL, analysis of genomic, health records, fitness data ✔ partial partial ✔

Big data analytics, distributed computing platform and infrastructure ✔ N/A N/A ✔

IoT sensor devices and data streaming ✔ N/A N/A N/A

Genomics AI community, tools, collaboration ✔ ✔ N/A N/A

User Blockchain mobile and browser app for data uploads and sharing ✔ N/A ✔ N/A

Tested, validated AI-Deep Learning for cancer detection ✔ N/A N/A N/A

Business

Focus area

Genomics 

sequencing, AI for 

cancer R&D

Genomics 

sequencing 

analysis

Genomics 

sequencing -

ancestry
DNA testing 

for ancestry

Loyalty Database of 10M+ people for blockchain ✔ N/A N/A ✔

Utility token for exchanging services, products ✔ ✔ ✔ N/A

Free genomic scans to targeted populations ✔ N/A N/A N/A

Revenue streams from drug assay ✔ ✔ N/A ✔

Revenue streams from patient recruiting ✔ N/A N/A ✔

Revenue streams from products/services ✔ N/A ✔ N/A

Customers in Cancer R&D area ✔ ✔ N/A ✔

Blockchain

Private and Public ICO ✔ private ✔ N/A

Blockchain loyalty and token exchange wallet ✔ N/A N/A N/A

Decentralized, encrypted data storage ✔ ✔ ✔ N/A

Blockchain encrypted data sharing between accounts ✔ N/A N/A N/A

https://www.block23.me/
https://www.nebulagenomics.io/
https://shivom.io/
https://www.23andme.com/


Project Status and Readiness

Current Project Status

• Team

• Technical

• Legal

• Commercial development

• Funding



Name Relevant Experiences

Dr. David Kerr, CBE

Chief Strategy Officer

 President of the European Society of Medical Oncology (ESMO) in 2010
 Professor of Medical Oncology at Oxford University; more than 400 papers and has an H-Index of 80 associated with over 

25,000 citations. 
 Fellow of the Academy of Medical Sciences in 2000, European Academy of Cancer Sciences in 2006, Honorary Fellow of Royal 

College of General Practitioners in 2007, appointed Commander of the British Empire in 2002 by HM the Queen
 Health Adviser to two British Prime Ministers, Tony Blair and David Cameron
 Former health secretary of Qatar and Scotland
 Adjunct Prof at Weill-Cornell College of Medicine, Xiamen University and the Second Military University of Shanghai

Prem Couture

Chief Technology 

Officer

 CEO Cyscom-ShareMyinsight (SMI), a UK technology company developing technologies using AI and machine learning for big 
data analytics on consumer behavior.  

 Co-founder at Genex8, a biotechnology and genetic venture formed with leading European scientists at Oxford University in 
cancer research with over 20 patents on biomarkers that measure drug response to cancer tumour cells

 Developed Blockchain for retail, the REV token and Block23 for breakthroughs in cancer research 
 Developed IoT sensor fusion and Deep Learning and is the inventor and patent holder of a technology that speeds up the 

neural processing of information as generated from computer generated graphics. 
 Implemented software technologies and solutions with leading enterprises in Retail, Life Sciences, Banking and Finance

Dr. Weiyan Zhu

Clinical Scientist

 22 years experience of Pharma and Consumer HealthCare businesses in the areas of GM, Sales & Marketing, R&D, M&A etc.
 First Greater China Country Manager in Catalent (CTLT), NYSE
 Business head both in China and Western Europe at Boehringer-Ingelheim (BI), a Global top 20 pharmaceutical company
 Founder and CEO of first Precision Medicine commercialization platform in China
 Established a CLIA, CAP & China standard Clinical lab to service global market
 Formed strategic partnership with leading Biotech in UK/US such as the Oxford University Cancer Biomarkers company
 Thoracic surgeon at Shanghai tier III hospital

Ian G. Brown

Chief Business

Development Officer

 Experienced entrepreneur in the International Healthcare Biotech/Medtech
 Has worked in over 20 countries setting up distribution, JV’s and sales/marketing groups with experience in clinical research

and product development. 
 Experienced in clinical research and product development, co-founder of a med- tech start-up sold with exit valuation of over 

$200 million
 A founder member and investor of a £400m project for a 35 acre site in Kent
 An Advisory Board member for the £60m Kent regional growth fund programme
 Non-Exec Chairman of a Swiss  group establishing a £100m STO in Malta for Biotech companies

Core Team: award winning team of oncologists, geneticists, AI scientists, Blockchain

developers and industry experts   Meet the full team

Current Project Status: Team

http://block23.me/index.php/contact/


Name Relevant Experiences

Dr, Gualberto Ruaño

Chief Innovation 

Officer

 President and Medical Director of Genomas
 CEO and CSO of Genaissance, a NASDAQ public offering and to several R&D partnerships in the pharmaceutical and 

diagnostic industries
 Record of scholarship and innovation in precision medicine counts over 100 publications and 12 patents as of mid-2017
 Invented the CAS System (Coupled Amplification and Sequencing) utilized for gene-guided HIV treatment
 One of the 28 alumni in the University’s history honored in the Yale Innovation Timeline.
 Developed systems for DNA-guided medicine based on genomics and clinical informatics, pioneered physiogenomics based 

on multi-gene DNA markers 

Alexander Shivarov

CTO, Blockchain

 M.S. in computer science, is a visionary data science executive with broad spectrum of domain expertise
 Invented many synthetic metrics that work better than old-fashioned stats, especially on disparate data sets in a Map-

Reduce, Hadoop environment
 Developed and implemented computational biology tools and programs to support gene research activities and has 

generated and tested hypotheses on genome-scale data using analytical and statistical methods
 Pioneered highly innovative visualization, machine learning, optimization and statistical inference solutions for pressing 

Healthcare and Life Science challenges using very large scale proprietary and public data sets, 
 Implemented hyper ledger solutions in the consumer sector (www.revoz.io) utilizing Bigchain DB for solving Ethereum

scalability issues and IOTA Tangle for sensor fusion based solutions on Blockchain.

Konstantin Lomakin

Chief Financial Officer

 Head of Corporate Banking at Evrofinance Mosnarbank
 Deputy Head of Private Banking Uralsib
 Professional corporate banker and independent financial advisor on a diverse range of projects, ranging from commodities to 

aerospace engineering. 
 Multifaceted work experience in banking, private wealth management, financial analysis and sale

Kasper Ditlevsen

VP Sales

 Senior Executive in Corporate and Management Consultancy capacity in Health Care, FMCG and CPG sectors. 
 Experience in operating companies with billion dollar P&L accountability and leading large multi-functional and multi-cultural 

teams with industry credentials across the the health care environment. 
 Equipped with a demonstrable track record of success initiating, developing and executing sales, price, brand, and customer 

strategies focused on driving aggressive and sustainable revenue, margin and market share growth

Nikolay Belostotsky

AI, Solidity Lead

 Master’s degree of engineering and technology in the field of computer science
 Led development team at Cyscom, Genex8 on projects with Oxford University and other international institutions
 Experienced and background in statistical modelling, data mining, machine learning, operations research, econometrics, 

natural language processing, and/or information retrieval. I
 Created data models, structured data and implemented algorithms to support analysis using advanced mathematical 

methods from statistics, machine learning, data mining, econometrics, and operations research

Current Project Status: Team

http://www.revoz.io)/


Name Relevant Experiences

Prof. Håvard Danielsen

Genetics, Bioinformatics 

 PhD in medicine from the University of Oslo, Director of the Institute for Cancer Genetics and Informatics at Oslo University 
Hospital (Norway) 

 Expertise in DNA- and chromatin organization, using informatics as a tool to study genomic changes in cancer.
 Department of Informatics, University of Oslo, and at Nuffield Division of Clinical Laboratory Sciences at the University of 

Oxford. 
 PI of the DoMore! project, which was the winner of a prestigious Lighthouse Project grant from the Norwegian Research 

Council, serves as a PI at the Centre for Cancer Biomedicine

Mick Yates

GTM Strategy

 Company Group Chairman (Regional CEO) of Johnson & Johnson  and at Procter & Gamble in Asia-Pacific
 COO Dunnhumby, created partnerships with Clients across the world and led Dunnhumby’s sale to Tesco and Kroger
 Visiting Professor at University of Leeds Business School,
 Board advisor on the leadership, strategy implications and practical application of data based insights with a successful track 

record as senior Exec & Board Director in global firms, consultancy, start-up & non-profit. 

Alex Borissov

Financial Strategy

 Founding partner and Director of the Board of Finaport AG, a Swiss wealth management firm
 AIG Private Bank AG, Zurich, assuming responsibility for Private Banking in Central
 Credit Suisse managing operations in Eastern European and Asia
 Expertise in providing investment strategies and solutions to institutional and individual clients

Advisors: award winning team of oncologists, geneticists, AI scientists, Blockchain

developers and industry experts   Meet the full team

Current Project Status: Team

http://block23.me/index.php/contact/


Current Project Status

SECURITY TOKEN OFFERING

Launch date: April 2019

Maximum funds to be raised: 1.75 Billion PMX (subject to change in exchange rate)

Minimum financing: 200 Million PMX

Rate of exchange rate: 1 BTC = 120,000 PMX (subject to BTC/USD changes in exchange rate)

USE OF PROCEEDS

R&D
Platform development will be focused on core smart contracts and security, user wallet, management interfaces, 
customization tools, and integrations with crypto exchanges.

Reserve Fund
15% from the sale will used as a reserve fund for supporting 
the buying and selling activities in the token smart contract

Business Development
Business development efforts will identify and form 
partnerships with pharma, health care providers, insurance 
partners

Marketing
Marketing activities will be focused primarily on creating 
demand on app marketplaces and social sites for 
people/patients to receive free app and wallet on Blockchain. 
The offer will include free genomic scans for the first 5,000 to 
10,000 registered users which represents the major portion of 
the use of funds.



Current Project Status

TECHNOLOGY
ShareMyInsight: platform and suite of applications

AI and Big Data analytical platform
a complete BI platform with predictive models, Deep Learning algorithms, visualization
Interfaces, dashboards and team collaboration. 5 years development at cost of $12M 

http://www.sharemyinsight.com/index.php/retail-ai-technology/

Internet of Things technology
IoT fusion networks and sensors for live streaming  health data for real time analysis. 2.5 
years development at cost of $5M
http://www.sharemyinsight.com/index.php/products/

Open developer platform 
Development tools to create and deploy Blockchain CRM apps
2.5 years development at cost of $3M

IP valued at $20M USD 

http://www.sharemyinsight.com/index.php/retail-ai-technology/
http://www.sharemyinsight.com/index.php/retail-ai-technology/
http://www.sharemyinsight.com/index.php/retail-ai-technology/
http://www.sharemyinsight.com/index.php/retail-ai-technology/
http://www.sharemyinsight.com/index.php/retail-ai-technology/
http://www.sharemyinsight.com/index.php/products/


Current Project Status

BUSINESS STATUS

10M people in database for targeting offer to

Partnerships with industry leaders: Rennova
Health, Collabrx, Genomas, Oxford University

Big pharma engagement: Novartis

ICO STATUS

Financial, legal and tax structure set up

Smart contracts for pre-ICO and ICO registered

Crypto multi sig wallet 

Agreements with PR and Marketing companies 

Core team and experts in place: ICO strategist, business 
dev, marketing, community management, bio informatics 
experts, geneticists, oncologists
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Block23 Services and Products 

First Product Launch: ‘Colo-Prevent’ 
Colo-Prevent is a DNA Saliva based test test to improve 
overall CRC survival statistics, as there is strong evidence to 
suggest that screened tumours are detected at an earlier, 
more curable stage which in turn will deliver economic 
savings to the healthcare system.

• Available starting February 1, 2019

• First colorectal cancer screen (CRC), clinically validated on over 
42,000 cancer patients

• Uses saliva collection kit and AI-powered extended gene analysis 
for pro-active colon cancer screening 

• Blockchain App for data privacy and receiving personalised 
support

• Intellectual Property under development - incorporates 
screening and pro-active intervention

• Clinical trials with Oxford University: 42,013 subjects

http://block23.me/


Revenue Model

The Block23 community is able to develop and offer various revenue based 
services such as:

 Data access fee for drug/assay development, RWE, health economic analysis 
etc. 

 Patient recruiting for clinical trials

 Products and services for patients & individuals

 Gateway fees for transactions between wallets

 Royalty fees on cloud software for merchants

Download the White Paper for full details on the revenue model

Total Combined Revenues USD Year 1 Year 2 Year 3

Description

Data Access Fees 3,183,477 8,349,715 14,448,088

Recruiting Fees 2,311,266 6,116,667 7,315,014

Product/Service Purchases 410,000 2,475,000 8,800,000

Gateway Fees 116,581 460,237 1,341,694

Royalty Revenue 763,314 1,304,007 2,639,608

Total Revenues 6,784,638 18,705,626 34,544,404

http://www.block23.me/wp-content/uploads/2018/06/White_paper_Block23_21_06_2018.pdf


Questions?

Website: www.block23.me

Email: info@block23.me

Find out more about the Block23 project

http://www.block23.me/
mailto:info@block23.me

